
Fund My Challenge and Livin proudly announced as official charity partners for
Urban Sport Fest

Urban Sport Fest is proud to partner with charity fundraiser platform, Fund My Challenge and
mental health education charity, Livin by holding an Ice Bath Challenge on Saturday 10th of
December at the Urban Sport Fest.

We’re excited to promote such a worthy cause by bringing together men and women to brave
the cold amongst all of the BMX Freestyle and live music for just 40 seconds.

The world health organisation has reported that every 40 seconds, someone in the world
commits suicide.

This unnecessary loss of human life is a tragedy in our modern world, and education is critical in
helping current and future generations become proactive in improving their mental health.

Cold Water Immersion (CWI) has been proven to help increase dopamine levels in the body for
up to 3 hours after submerging your body into cold water.

Popular NeuroScientist and podcaster Andrew Uberman has spoken about this at length, stating
that CWI improves dopamine levels more than coffee and/or nicotine.

We know that getting into an Ice Bath can be daunting, but when you have your comrades
cheering you on for charity, you can help not only yourself but many children Australia-wide
develop ways to improve mental health.

So unless you have existing health conditions preventing you from this icy undertaking, we think
that everybody can do this, and you’ll thank yourself for completing this challenge later.



Hey, you might even want to stay in longer, have a second try or even encourage your mates to
have a go.

We’re encouraging groups to enter, so if you’re part of a gym, business or would like to get an
office group together for this great cause, we’re offering Urban Sport Fest group discount
bookings of $10 off your purchased ticket for groups of 20 people or more.

Ticket entry at www.urbansportfest.com

You can register for the Fund My Challenge Ice Bath Challenge at:

https://urbansportfest.com/fund-my-challenge-ice-bath-challenge/

About Urban Sport Fest:

Urban Sport Fest three day event will bring over 150 of the world’s best freestyle BMX riders to
the Gold Coast in what is being dubbed Australia’s first dual action sport and music festival
combination held at Gold Coast Sports Precinct on December 9-11.

Urban Sport Fest is Australia’s First BMX Freestyle world cup and a qualifying event for the
Paris 2024 Olympics combined with a 3-Day Music Festival.

For more information contact:

Chris Hogan - chris@memedia.com.au - 0433 150 946

Cidonie Richards - cidonie@memedia.com.au - 0488 005 778
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